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1a   Solve the puzzle below.  

1b   Complete the definition with the mystery word.

my thinking time

A ___    ___    ___     ___     ___    ___    ___    ___     ___     ___  is a popular image or idea that 

many people have about some people, e.g. boys are strong.   

___    ___    ___     ___     ___    ___    ___    ___     ___     ___ s are usually not facts.  

They are often unfair or untrue. Do you know any other stereotypes?

ore ad arp

the mystery word is: ___    ___    ___     ___     ___    ___    ___    ___     ___     ___  

boys don’t cry
can

do you like puzzles?  
how easy was this puzzle for you?

very  
easy

very 
difficult

1 2 3 4 5
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1c   Read the sentences. Put red circles around  
       the sentences that are stereotypes and green  
       circles around the facts.

2b   Read the text and answer the questions.

fact or stereotype? 

a) Blonde women are not very smart. 

b) Boys are better at Maths.  

c) The samba is a fast dance from Brazil. 

d) All African people are poor.

e) Women are better teachers. 

f) All Australians love surfing. 

g) The Eiffel Tower is taller than the Palace  

      of Culture and Science in Warsaw. 

h) Washington is the capital of the USA. 

i) It’s not OK for boys to cry. 

j) Men are better truck drivers than women.

1d   How do the stereotypes from  
       exercise 1c make you feel?  
        Draw your face to show  

how you feel.

pairwork

2a   FACE TO FACE. Work in pairs. In turns,  
       ask and answer the questions below.   

are stereotypes good or bad? 

are there more  
stereotypes about  
men or women?  
give some examples. 

do you remember a situation  
when you challenged a stereotype? 
how did it feel?

which stereotype does 
Iwona blecharczyk 
challenge?

do you know any stereotypes about 
older people? give some examples.  

which stereotypes 
are dangerous?

Iwona Blecharczyk is not only a truck driver. She’s also a very popular influencer.  
She’s got hundreds of thousands of followers and subscribers on her YouTube 
and Instagram accounts. With all her hard work, Iwona shows how people can 
try to break down stereotypes and how to make their dreams come true.

what’s the worst stereotype 
in your opinion?

What do you think of her job? Do you admire her? Why / Why not? 
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2c   Now go online and find three interesting facts about Anita Włodarczyk,  
       a Polish hammer thrower. 

1.   _________________________ ______________________________________________ ____________ ______

2.   _________________________ ______________________________________________ ____________ ______

3.   _________________________ ______________________________________________ ____________ ______

2d   Add some false information about Anita. Play TWO TRUTHS AND A LIE in pairs.

anita włodarczyk has got 
three olympic gold medals.

that’s impossible!

but it’s true!

2e   Look at the photos and complete the sentences.

Some people think that disabled people ____________ be happy. But look at this 

man. He can’t ____________, but he can ____________ basketball! And he can make 

many new friends and do lots of nice things. He can be ____________, of course.

She doesn’t have to ___ _____________________________ . She can ask her 

____________ to help or she can pay a house cleaner to do the housework. 

It’s okay for boys to ___ _____________________________ . All sports are 

for boys and girls.  Girls can also ___ _____________________________ .

Older people aren’t always tired and ill, of course. They can be very 

active too. For example, they can ___ _____________________________  and 

even ___ _____________________________ .  

Boys don’t have to ___ _____________________________  all the time. They can also  

___ _____________________________ . And girls can also ___ _____________________________ .

Women can also be good ___ _____________________________ .  

It’s okay to make your dreams come true!

can’t

walk play

happy

which stereotype is 
anita challenging?
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3a   Look at the protest against stereotypes. Read the protest signs.  
        How do they make you feel?   

3b    Work in small groups. Design your own protest signs  
and join the protest against stereotypes. Follow these steps:   

groupwork

tick the ones that  
you agree with.

cross out the ones  
that you disagree with. 

Take part in the protest. 
Present your protest  

signs to your classmates. 

Make your protest signs.  Think of some stereotypes 
you want to change.

3c   How did the campaign go?  
        Draw your face to show how you feel.   

boys can  

do ballet!

boys can 

_________________
girls don’t  have to 

_________________

_________________ 

aren’t

_________________

girls can 

play soccer!

girls like  
to play  

with toy 
cars too!

girls  

can be 

soldiers!

nobody is 

better or 

worse -  

we’re all  

the same!pink is  
also  

a colour  
for boys!

boys can have long hair!

black or 
white - we’re 

equal.

_________________ or _________________ 

- we’re equal!

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 
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4    Would you like some creative homework? Think of a good title for your book.  
Go to page 70 and design a cover for a book that challenges a stereotype.  

project

THE GIRL 
WHO WANTS TO BE 

A SOLDIER

wow!

gREAT!

cool!

GRANDMA’S 

ADVENTURES

THE CHIMP

that didn’t like

bananas

take a look at the 

book covers to get 

some inspiration.

go
 to

 pa
ge

 70
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